
CRACK PROOF  

10.0 FL OZ (295 ml) 

Food Safe Technologies DeTour for Rodents & 
Insects Sealant is a biotechology that combines 
outstanding durability and adhesion to seal out 
rodents and insects such as roaches, scorpions and 
ants fast, without any synthetic toxins or harmful 
residue. DeTour for Rodents & Insects Sealant is made 
from a patented blend of food grade materials. It’s 
safe, effective, food safe and NSF certified. DeTour for 
Rodents & Insects can be applied where surface water 
is present.
WHERE TO USE: Gnawed openings, along walls, 
runways, vent screens, A/C ducts, holes in walls, 
holes in sidings, near burrows, floor drains, doorways 
and GREASE TRAPS. Also place DeTour for Rodents & 
Insects Sealant around areas where rodents may enter 
like both sides of doors to seal and create a barrier. 
(Apply around the door on each side not across the 
door). Look for pathways and areas where the rodents 
pass/run through and congregate. Signs include 
presence of rodent feces and food scraps.  Apply under 
counter, on pipes, in holes, crevices, window sills and 
electrical conduits. Cockroaches can hide in a crack 
1/16 inch or 1.6 mm wide; immature cockroaches tend 
to stay in even smaller cracks where they are well 
protected. Cockroaches tend to congregate in corners 
and generally travel along the edges of walls. Surfaces 
MAY  be wet, dusty, greasy, oily, frosty or filled with 
foreign materials. 
BEFORE YOU USE: While staining is unlikely, as 
with most household products, it is recommended 
that this product is tested for possible staining on an 
inconspicuous area if staining is an issue. 
INSTRUCTIONS: Remove cap and cut nozzle at 45° 
angle to desired bead size. Apply DeTour for Rodents 
& Insects Sealant to cracks and crevices, corners and 
along edges of walls completely filling the cracks and 
crevices or holes. Wipe off excess product to prevent 
people from coming into contact with the product. 
For difficult to reach areas, apply DeTour for Rodents 
& Insects Sealant into a dish or tray and use a foam 
disposable brush for application. 
Storage & Disposal: Store product between 
15°F-120°F (9-48°C).
WARNING! May cause eye, skin, nose and throat 
irritation. CONTAINS: Purified capsaicin, white mineral 
oil, silica.
PRECAUTIONS: Avoid eye and skin contact.  Wear 
gloves, long sleeve shirt and safety glasses. Wash 
throughly with soap and water after handling. Do not 
swallow.
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN AND PETS. 
DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY.
Non-chemically curing sealant or caulking compound
Calif. ARB VOC less than 1.0 percent wt/wt
FIRST AID INFORMATION: 
Eye Contact: Immediately flush eyes with large 
amounts of water for at least 15 minutes. Get medical 
attention if irritation persists.

Skin Contact: Remove contaminated clothing and 
shoes. Immediately wash the affected area with soap 
and cold water. The soap binds with the capsaicin 
to wash it away, and the cold water lowers the 
temperature of your skin so that the chemical receptor 
in capsaicin TRPV1 is not activated. If burning sensation 
persists wash the affected area again with soap and cold 
water and repeat as necessary.  If regular soap and water 
does not completely wash away the residue, try using 
dishwashing liquid or cooking oil at room temperature. 
This discomfort can be expected to subside completely. 
Get medical attention if irritation persists. Wash 
contaminated clothing and clean shoes before reuse. 
Inhalation: Remove person to fresh air. If signs/
symptoms persist, get medical attention.
If Swallowed: Do not induce vomiting unless told by 
a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything 
to an unconscious person. For any of the above call 
a poison control center or doctor immediately for 
treatment advice.
HOTLINE: Have the product container or label with 
you when calling a poison control center or doctor, 
or going for treatment. In case of emergency, call 
1-800-222-1222 US PST 6AM - 6PM. See Material 
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for additional 
information. For an MSDS contact your supplier 
or visit www.repelgel.com.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO USER: PRODUCT USE: Many 
factors beyond Food Safe Technologies, Inc  (FST)
control and uniquely within the user’s knowledge and 
control can affect the use and performance of a FST 
product in a particular application. Given the variety of 
factors that can affect the use and performance of an 
FST product, user is solely responsible for evaluating 
the FST product and determining whether it is fit for 
a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method 
of application. WARRANTY AND LIMITED REMEDY: 
Food Safe Technologies, Inc warrants that each FST 
product will be free from defects in material and 
manufacture for 90 days from the date of purchase 
from an FST authorized distributor. 
FST MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. If a FST product does 
not conform to this warranty, the sole and exclusive 
remedy is, at FST’s option, replacement of the FST 
product or refund of the purchase price.

Food Safe Technologies, Inc, Inc.
8251 La Palma Ave. #378
Buena Park, CA 90620
(877) 775-7633 
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SUPERIOR VISCOSITY
BARRIER SEALANT

THROUGH PENETRATION

#1 Brand Preferred by 
Maintenance Engineers

Food Grade ingredients Surpassing Green 
Standards!

NSF Certification is your key to making sure that 
the products you use meet strict standards for 
public health.
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SEAlS OUT:

Made in the USA

PROFESSIONAl GRADE

OUTSTANDING DURABIlITY 
& ADHESION

Visit www.repelgel.com for tips on rodent and pest control.

Approved for food 
preparation areas.

On pipes

Along walls

In cracks

In rodent holes


